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scintillator ECAL
➡ to satisfy 5~10mm granularity 

➡ required by PFA

➡ orthogonal scintillator strips 

➡ high granularity effectively

➡ thinner layers

➡ MPPC read out

➡ electronics embedded
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ECAL Structure in mind
• drawer

scintillator sensor

orthogonal scintillator strips

4

tungsten absorbers

embedded read out electrinics
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scintillator ECAL proto.
n extruded by KNU

n MPPC read out
MPPC

WLSF
1cm

4.5cm 1cm

MPPC
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photo-sensor

a pixel high gain ~ 10
blue sensitive
low Voltage ~<100V
small ~1mm
insensitive to mag.
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A pixel of MPPC 

multiplication
layer

• MPPC: new type of photon sensor : Pixlated 
Geiger Mode APD
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CALICE Fermilab BT
n scintillator ECAL tested at Fermilab 
2008 & 2009 in MT6

n 18 x 18 x 26 cm3 
n 2160 ch.

muon 32 GeV

muon 32 GeV
ADC 

a muon event TT LCWS12 @ Texas7



monitoring system

ADC

n MPPC has gain calibration capability
n to monitor 1 p.e. 
n LED though clear fiber with notches

ADC

LED

1p.e.
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π0 reconstruction
n target in pion beam to make r0 

n find two isolated cluster 

n calculate invariant mass

n with different Er

π０ peak

Calice Preliminary
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results of ECAL  prototype
n linearity and resolution for electrons

saturation effects of MPPC are corrected 

scintillator ECAL

Figure 3: Response linearity (left) and energy resolution (right) after the temperature correction of the
ADC-photon conversion factor has been applied. Only statistical uncertainties are shown. No correction is
applied in this figure for the e!ects of beam momentum spread, which are discussed in Section 3.1.

The energy resolutions with higher beam momentum show a small degradation from that70

presented in [1]. This behaviour can be understood as below. All LED data were taken in71

! 20!C in 2009, and many of beam data were recorded at higher temperature than ! 20!C. This72

di!erence in temperature changes the gain of the PPDs: as the temperature becomes higher, the73

PPD gain decreases by a (channel-dependent) coe"cient of (#d/#T )l.s ! "1.5%/K. Therefore,74

the number of photons detected by PPDs are corrected to more than would be the case without75

this temperature correction since, with the higher-temperature electron runs, we should use76

corrected ADC-photon conversion factors corresponding to lower PPD gains. In such cases, the77

uncertainties of the estimated number of incident photons increases as explained in Figure 4.78

The increase in the number of fired pixels causes a larger saturation correction in the positive

Figure 4: A schematic of the inverse function of Eq. 1, to illustrate the e!ect that the saturation correction
has on the uncertainty in the number of incident photons on the PPD. In the case where the number of fired
photons increase with the temperature correction, the uncertainty in the number of the estimated incident
photons increases, as does the correction ratio with respect to the number of fired pixels.

79

direction, as shown in Figure 4, which leads to an increase in the slope of the response linearity.80

4

linearity is less then +2%
constant term in the energy resolution is 2.6%
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Beam momentum uncertainty 

Table 3: Uncertainty estimated from the deviations of the expected values of measured energy deposit
among runs.

Beam momentum (GeV/c) Deviation (%)
2 0.31
4 0.23
8 0.27
12 0.81
15 0.45
20 0.66
30 0.10
32 0.10

Table 4: Total systematic and statistical uncertainties of measured deposited energy.

Uncertainty (%)
Beam momentum (GeV/c) statistical systematic

2 0.030 0.49
4 0.022 0.38
8 0.013 0.38
12 0.014 0.84
15 0.012 0.48
20 0.012 0.80
30 0.014 0.27
32 0.018 0.29

Figure 6: Response linearity (left) and the intrinsic energy resolution (right) of the ScECAL with the
statistical and systematic uncertainties. The contribution from beam momentum spread has been subtracted
from the energy resolution, as described in Section 3.1.

terms, respectively. The systematic uncertainties are estimated assuming that the beam mo-172

mentum spread is correlated between all beam momenta. The systemic uncertainties associated173

8

beam momentum 
uncertainties are 

subtracted

1.2+0.4-1.2%

11

➡ designed beam momentum spread at 
MT6 ~2% 

➡ measurements : 2.7+-0.3 % @1-4 GeV &  
2.3+-0.3% @8GeV



systematic uncertainties 
➡ electron E : temperature 
corrections +- 0.07%

➡ ADC to gain conversion 
+-0.08%

➡ saturation effects with 
temperature +- 0.07%

➡ run by run < 0.3% at low E

➡ event selection < 0.01%

➡ beam momentum fluct. 
+-0.41% TT LCWS12 @ Texas

uncertainty of the ADC-MIP conversion factor are estimated.112

An ADC-MIP conversion factor is a linear function of the temperature of the detector.113

Therefore, it is expressed using two parameters: the value of the ADC-MIP conversion factor at a114

certain temperature (c(T0; l, s)), and the slope of the ADC-MIP conversion factor [(!c/!T )l,s].115

The propagation of the statistical uncertainties of these parameters is studied using pseudo-116

experiments in which each parameter is randomly fluctuated by a gaussian function within117

its uncertainty. Deviations of the recreated mean and resolution of the energy deposit from118

the nominal value in 20 trials are taken as the systematic uncertainties from the ADC-MIP119

conversion factor. The mean value of each energy is varied by the absolute deviation value of120

0.09–0.24% and 0.02–0.06% due to the uncertainties of c(T0; l, s) and (!c/!T )l,s, respectively,121

as listed in Table 2.122

Table 2: Fluctuations in the mean measured energy deposit created from 20 pseudo-experiments.

Deviation (%) from;
Beam momentum (GeV/c) c(20!C; l, s) (!c/!T )l,s

2 0.23 0.03
4 0.09 0.02
8 0.21 0.03
12 0.16 0.03
15 0.13 0.04
20 0.13 0.04
30 0.12 0.06
32 0.23 0.04

Figure 5 shows the e"ect on the stochastic and constant terms of the energy resolution when123

varying c(T0; l, s). The systematic uncertainties coming from c(T0; l, s) are 0.08% and 0.07% as124

the absolute deviation values for the stochastic term and the constant term, respectively. It is125

0.01% for both the stochastic and the constant term from the variation of (!d/!T )l,s.126

Figure 5: Distribution of the stochastic term (left) and the constant term (right) of the energy resolution
in 20 pseudo-experiments on c(T0; l, s). The standard deviations are 0.08% and 0.07% for the constant term
and stochastic term, respectively.
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12

for stochastic term

Table 3: Fluctuations on the deviation from linear fit estimated from results of 20 pseudo-experiments.

Deviation (%) from;
Beam momentum (GeV/c) c(20!C; l, s) (!c/!T )l,s

2 0.23 0.03
4 0.09 0.02
8 0.21 0.03
12 0.16 0.03
15 0.13 0.04
20 0.13 0.04
30 0.12 0.06
32 0.23 0.04

Figure 5: Distribution of the stochastic term (left) and the constant term (right) of the energy resolution
in 20 pseudo-experiments on c(T0; l, s). The standard deviations are 0.08% and 0.07% for the constant term
and stochastic term, respectively.

be applied is discussed in Section 2. Therefore, the propagation of statistical uncertainties of166

these parameters are also studied by using pseudo-experiments as in the study of the ADC-167

MIP conversion factors Systematic uncertainties of mean and energy resolution of the measured168

energy deposit due to the uncertainty of these parameters are confirmed to be negligible.169

4.5 Inter calibration constant170

The systematic uncertainty due to the uncertainty of the inter calibration constants is also171

studied by using a pseudo-experiment method. Although most of the uncertainties of gain inter172

calibration constant for each channel are taken as the sigma of the Gaussian used to make the173

variation, the standard deviation of the measured gain constants is used for the channels which174

are not successful to estimate the inter calibration constant. This is for the same reason as in175

the measurement of the ADC-photon conversion factor. The deviation from linearity as a result176

of fit at each of 20 trials of varies by about 0.02% on value of the deviation and the uncertainty177

of both stochastic and constant terms from the uncertainty of the inter calibration constant178

leads to an absolute deviation of less than 0.01%. Therefore, the systematic uncertainty of the179

mean value of the energy deposit and the energy resolution from the inter calibration constant180

is considered to be small.181
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prototype II
➡ scintillator width: 10 > 5mm

➡ without WLS fiber
➡ uniformity studied

➡ scintillator thickness:            
2 >1mm

no precise       alignment required

5mm wide strip bench test
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Prototype II
✤ Absorber layer

✤ scintillator layer

✤ read-out electronics 
EBU layer

✤ combined as one super 
layer

20x20cm2

4 lows x 36 strips = 144 strips

4 SPIROC asics
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A strip layer 
dummy read

 out layer

Alveolar mockup

MPPCs

scinti-strip 
stacks

180x180mm2

need another two 
rows

36x4=144ch

TT LCWS12 @ Texas15



At the beam

positron beam

Oct/2012 at DESY
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results of DESY BT
n an integrated layer (absorber, scintillator, 

photo-sensor, and read out electronics 
combined in 5mm thick) is being tested 

Oct/2012

ADC dist. fro MIP MPV-MIP(ADC) for 25 ch. 

TT LCWS12 @ Texas17



SCECAL summary 
✤ scintillator strip ECAL 
✤ tested at Fermilab at 2008 &2009
✤ good linearity and resolution               
12.9/sqrt(E)+1.2%

✤ next generation prototype being 
constructed and tested

✤ will be a good candidate for ILC - ECAL 

TT LCWS12 @ Texas18


